BREATHER PIPING USED WITH
OPTIONAL TOP OFF PUMP
9676 0230

LOAD TEST VALVE
9676 0233 (OPTIONAL)

RAIL LIFT SPOTTING
9676 0253 (OPTIONAL)

SEE RAIL LIFT MANIFOLD
PIPING SHEET FOR THE
ADDITIONAL HOSE CONNECTIONS
LITTLE GIANT ELECTRIC
EMERGENCY PUMP (OPTIONAL)
9676 0232

REMOTE HYDRAULIC
OIL DRAIN (OPTIONAL)
9676 027

PROPULSION MANIFOLD
5007 3601

10 TANK RELIEF VALVE
NOTE:
ALL HOSE CHANGES MADE TO THIS DRAWING
WILL REQUIRE REVIEW OF THE HOSE PACKAGE 4430 0058
RAIL LIFT SPOTTING MANIFOLD

MANIFOLD WARM-UP CIRCUIT (Optional)

MANUAL TOP OFF PUMP (Optional)

ELECTRIC EMERGENCY PUMP (Optional)

ELECTRIC TOP OFF PUMP (Optional)

FOR PIPING SEE 97760008 DWG SHEET 9

REFERENCE HYD. PIPING 97760008 DWG
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ON THIS DRAWING IS CONSIDERED TO BE BOTH CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY BY NORDCO INC. NO USE OR REPRODUCTION THEREOF MAY BE MADE WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN CONSENT OF NORDCO INC.

NO. 7 SHEET NO.

DESCRIPTI0N:

PRODUCT:

ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES

MACHINE FINISH UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

IMPLIED TOLERANCES CUSTOMARY:

FACTION 1/8 .0625

XX 1/32 .03125

XXX 1/64 .015625

THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION

Nordco TMTM

250 C97760009DWG

ECO 600712 REV A

DRAWN BY: CHECKED BY: APPROVED BY:

LCP 7/05/12 MSR 7/12/12

SHEET CHANGE 2


3 REMOVED THE ITEM NUMBER BUBBLES, ADDED PART NUMBERS AND DESCRIPTIONS, ADDED PORT ROUTING INFORMATION, CYLINDER SIZES.

4 REMOVED THE ITEM NUMBER BUBBLES, ADDED PART NUMBERS AND DESCRIPTIONS, ADDED PORT ROUTING INFORMATION, CYLINDER SIZES.

5 REMOVED THE ITEM NUMBER BUBBLES, ADDED PART NUMBERS AND DESCRIPTIONS, ADDED PORT ROUTING INFORMATION, CYLINDER SIZES. ADDED RAIL LIFT SPOTTING AND A/C INFORMATION TO NEW SHEET 6.

6 REMOVED THE SET OF MATERIALS, ADDED PART NUMBERS AND DESCRIPTIONS. ADDED PORT ROUTING INFORMATION, CYLINDER SIZES. MOVED RAIL LIFT SPOTTING AND A/C INFORMATION TO NEW SHEET 6.

ECO 600596 REV B

DRAWN BY: CHECKED BY: APPROVED BY:

MKS 7/31/12

SHEET CHANGE 3

REMOVED UP/DOWN CYLINDER PART NUMBER 28553600 WAS 28553592. RAIL LIFT CYLINDER PART NUMBER 28554815 WAS 28554799.

6 GEAR PUMP 59427974 WAS 54927970

ECO 601126 REV C

DRAWN BY: CHECKED BY: APPROVED BY:

LCP 9/26/13

SHEET CHANGE 3

ADDED SCHEMATIC FOR MACBONE A/C W/10 GPM PUMP

6 ADDED SCHEMATIC FOR MACBONE A/C W/10 GPM PUMP

CUSTOMARY:

ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES

HYDRAULIC SCHEMATIC

ECO NONE REV -